### Spelling Words Even Year

#### 1. The Wise Old Woman
- tasks
- rent
- weapon
- twin
- fond
- club
- son
- grant
- dreadful
- lend
- wisdom
- solve
- pump
- smother
- cash
- threatened
- slippery
- occupy
- sudden
- blister
- Challenge Words
  - banner
  - conquered
  - prospered
  - reluctantly
  - summoned

#### 2. The Voyage of the Dawn Treader
- paste
- aim
- spray
- leader
- creep
- evening
- receive
- drain
- pace
- fleas
- decorate
- indeed
- theme
- indicate
- faith
- delay
- heal
- concrete
- greet
- decay
- Challenge Words
  - approve
  - bruised
  - convenience
  - offend
  - presence

#### 3. Wilma Unlimited
- excite
- grind
- notice
- spy
- hose
- loaf
- obey
- site
- fight
- rely
- fold
- goal
- code
- despite
- gigantic
- enclose
- type
- console
- notion
- slightly
- Challenge Words
  - astounding
  - bushel
  - concentrating
  - athletic
  - scholarship

#### 4. The Wreck of the Zephyr
- nephew
- boom
- truly
- grew
- juicy
- include
- lose
- view
- cucumber
- flew
- dispute
- cruel
- contribute
- assume
- prove
- reunion
- suitcase
- boost
- rumor
- remove
- Challenge Words
  - ominous
  - shoreline
  - spire
  - timbers
  - treacherous

#### 5. Toradoes!
- twister
- computers
- hurricane
- strength
- condense
- rainfall
- instruments
- front
- warning
- conditions
- damage
- horizon
- satellites
- surge
- debris
- device
- energy
- sleet
- humid
- cyclone
- Challenge Words
  - sever
  - destruction
  - predictions
  - reliable
  - stadium

#### Review
- The Wise Old Woman
- The Voyage of the Dawn Treader
- Wilma Unlimited
- The Wreck of the Zephyr
- Toradoes!
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### 6. The Golden Coin
- lotion
- subject
- ugly
- simply
- pony
- luggage
- silence
- victim
- moment
- bubble
- gravy
- lantern
- active
- bacon
- fable
- agent
- stifle
- baggage
- spiral
- blender

**Challenge Words**
- despair
- distressed
- insistent
- shrieveled
- speechless

### 7. John Henry
- scramble
- strange
- sprang
- schoolyard
- throughout
- screech
- straightest
- sprout
- schedule
- throat
- scrape
- stray
- sprain
- scholar
- throne
- scribble
- stain
- script
- strawberry
- strategy

**Challenge Words**
- acre
- commotion
- dynamite
- pulverized
- rebuild

### 8. It's Our World, Too
- dizzy
- manage
- squeeze
- lodge
- paragraph
- gem
- lizard
- average
- budge
- refuse
- telegraph
- fudge
- represent
- margin
- challenge
- trophy
- zipper
- praise
- postage
- physical

**Challenge Words**
- auction
- deliveries
- donate
- lecture
- publicity

### 9. Dear Mr. Henshaw
- losses
- stories
- reefs
- shelves
- pianos
- potatoes
- atlases
- difficulties
- gulfs
- wolves
- studios
- heroes
- crutches
- possibilities
- beliefs
- wives
- rodeos
- tomatoes
- thieves
- echoes

**Challenge Words**
- afford
- permission
- rejected
- reserved
- submitted
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10. The Marble Champ
   join
   outfit
   howl
   hoist
   destroy
   mount
   shower
   employee
   broil
   eyebrow
   couch
   rejoice
   loyalty
   doubt
   drowsy
   background
   prowl
   sour
   turquoise
   trousers
   Challenge Words
   accurate
   congratulated
   elementary
   division
   glory

11. The Paper Dragon
   looked
   bureau
   surely
   poor
   cushion
   understood
   tourist
   mural
   assure
   childhood
   lure
   barefoot
   gourmet
   barefoot
   textbook
   rural
   fishhook
   tournament
   jury
   purify
   Challenge Words
   billowed
   devour
   heroic
   quench
   scorched

12. Grandma Essie’s Covered Wagon
   sheets
   especially
   chopped
   kitchen
   patient
   polish
   ancient
   cheap
   clutch
   caution
   vanish
   commercial
   orchard
   latch
   nation
   publish
   gracious
   arch
   hitch
   function
   Challenge Words
   canvas
   cemetery
   granite
   orphanage
   tornado

13. Going Back Home
   slammed
   exploring
   copied
   jogging
   amusing
   pitied
   skinned
   deserved
   applied
   dripping
   fascinated
   envied
   referring
   collapsed
   relied
   regretted
   easing
   qualified
   forbidding
   complicated
   Challenge Words
   heritage
   influenced
   livestock
   survival
   tiresome

14. A Mountain of a Monument
   carving
   monument
   memorial
   displays
   process
   gallery
   portrait
   impression
   style
   decoration
   quality
   technique
   original
   fabric
   medium
   texture
   jewelry
   charcoal
   glaze
   creative
   Challenge Words
   awesome
   dedicate
   explosives
   nostril
   sculpture
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15. S.O.R. Losers
pressure
crafty
prison
cleanse
rotten
flung
spongy
tension
abstract
brilliant
realm
soccer
plunge
hover
nectar
badger
missile
novel
summon
singular
Challenge Words
attitude
bribe
cringing
defect
treasur

16. The All-American Slurp
bathe
exclaimed
complete
relief
debate
cheat
navy
keen
retreat
trait
pave
obtain
basin
scheme
niece
canteen
disgraced
supreme
Challenge Words

17. Viva New Jersey
spine
omit
reminded
deny
soak
private
poet
boast
doe
tying
devote
rhyme
likewise
quote
doe
skylime
minor
strive
bonus
obo
Challenge Words
destination
majestic
mongrel
protruding
silhouetted

18. Rain, Rain, Go Away
value
proof
rude
usually
issue
funeral
mute
sinew
shrewd
solution
troop
absolute
cue
pursue
universe
perfume
groove
casually
curfew
sewer
Challenge Words

Unit Review
S.O.R. Losers
The All-American Slurp
Viva New Jersey
Rain, Rain, Go Away
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19. Last Summer with Maizon
- costume
- pilot
- ragged
- hydrants
- tremble
- profit
- unite
- pirate
- decent
- factor
- panic
- wintry
- vital
- recent
- frustrate
- clutters
- census
- suffix
- pronoun
- minus
- Challenge Words
  - desolate
  - essay
  - exaggerated
  - fidgeted
  - somberly

20. Ta-Na-E-Ka
- laughed
- stomach
- scientist
- scissors
- enough
- character
- geography
- muscle
- symphony
- chemical
- scent
- trough
- phrase
- orchestra
- mechanic
- scenery
- chord
- gopher
- crescent
- phase
- Challenge Words
  - encounter
  - grimaced
  - ordeals
  - participate
  - victorious

21. Number the Stars
- coward
- counter
- oyster
- embroidered
- crouch
- employer
- browse
- moisture
- trout
- vowel
- alloy
- poise
- flounder
- nightgowns
- corduroy
- loiter
- blouse
- glowing
- outgrown
- boycott
- Challenge Words
  - exasperated
  - improvement
  - pouted
  - rationed
  - sophisticated

22. Opera, Karate, and Bandits
- memories
- ashes
- mysteries
- volcanoes
- notches
- solos
- cuffs
- buffaloes
- earmuffs
- abilities
- scarves
- concertos
- industries
- dominoes
- flamingos
- halves
- sheriffs
- stereos
- patios
- wharves
- Challenge Words
  - concertos
  - industries
  - dominoes
  - flamingos
  - halves
  - sheriffs
  - stereos
  - patios
  - wharves
  - cultivated
  - diminished
  - devised
  - edible
  - retrieved

23. Cleopatra’s Lost Palace
- terrace
- palace
- classical
- landscape
- fountains
- temples
- pavements
- structure
- traditional
- exotic
- mosaic
- artifact
- pyramid
- estate
- primary
- dimension
- representation
- pillars
- extension
- architecture
- Challenge Words
  - cobblestone
  - romance
  - splendors
  - surprisingly
  - undersea

Unit Review
- Last Summer with Maizon
- Ta-Na-E-Ka
- Number the Stars
- Opera, Karate, and Bandits
- Cleopatra’s Lost Palace
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#### 24. A Boy of Unusual Vision
- pause
- sword
- walrus
- warp
- mourn
- ignore
- ought
- fork
- laundry
- lawyer
- sort
- faucet
- foresee
- wardrobe
- core
- wharf
- almanac
- resource
- thoughtless
- flaw

#### Challenge Words
- diagonal
- inquisitive
- painstakingly
- unconsciously
- visual

---

#### 25. The School Play
- sharpen
- stared
- charm
- guard
- prairie
- flare
- canary
- garlic
- aircraft
- tar
- mare
- wary
- farewell
- librarian
- barbecue
- despair
- starch
- artificial
- carefree
- impaired

#### Challenge Words
- cut-out
- dented
- flurries
- frothing
- narrative

---

#### 26. The Singing Man
- peer
- servants
- furnace
- pearl
- pierce
- interfere
- emergency
- fierce
- earnest
- journal
- pioneer
- personal
- urgent
- rehearse
- courtesy
- pier
- cashmere
- nourish
- sphere
- burnt

#### Challenge Words
- abide
- acceptable
- boyhood
- famine
- wares

---

#### 27. Painters of the Caves
- worried
- preferred
- equaled
- influencing
- observed
- uncovered
- preserved
- dignified
- identified
- permitting
- chiseled
- transferred
- illustrating
- allied
- reclining
- recurring
- advancing
- committed
- anticipating
- implied

#### Challenge Words
- engrave
- hibernate
- honeycombed
- sculpting
- scaffold

---

#### 28. Is This Ancient Bone the World’s First Flute?
- musical
- major
- modern
- guitar
- concert
- soprano
- harmony
- melody
- accompany
- percussion
- opera
- cymbal
- accordion
- lyrics
- crescendo
- alto
- duration
- dynamics
- octave
- allegro

#### Challenge Words
- Challenge Words

---

#### Unit Review
- A Boy of Unusual Vision
- The School Play
- The Singing Man
- Painters of the Caves
- Is This Ancient Bone the World’s First Flute?